Simulation and analysis of the electromyographic interference pattern in normal muscle. Part II: Activity, upper centile amplitude, and number of small segments.
We have defined three new features of the electromyographic (EMG) interference pattern (IP): activity, upper centile amplitude (UCA), and number of small segments (NSS). These parameters were measured in simulated IPs constructed by adding together motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) recorded with a concentric needle EMG electrode. The activity increases linearly with the number of MUAP discharges to approximately 80% of its theoretical maximum value. The UCA correlates strongly with the peak-to-peak amplitude of the largest MUAP in the IP and the mean segment amplitude and does not depend on the discharge rate of the largest MUAPs. We infer that the UCA defines the upper limit of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the MUAPs contained in the IP. The NSS increases with the number of MUAP discharges, but reaches a constant value at higher MUAP discharge rates, probably because small amplitude MUAPs are masked by the large amplitude MUAPs. The potential value of these parameters in automated IP analysis is discussed.